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Swiss dairy farmers created an American institution
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THESE DAYS MOST SWISS CHEESE consumed in the U.S. is made in Ohio, but our palettes—and ham sandwiches—ultimately have that tiny European country to thank. More specifically, the cheese, which only Americans refer to by its generic name, owes much of its success to the Alpine climate and terrain. Swiss cheese is so easy to slice and keeps for such long periods because Swiss farmers of yore had so much trouble selling the product during the brutal winter months.
Hard, mild cheeses similar to the Swiss cheese we know today were first produced in Switzerland and surrounding areas more than 2,000 years ago, according to food historian Andrew Dalby. Because it was difficult for farmers to traverse the mountains in the winters to sell their wares, they may have opted against soft, fresh versions in favor of hard ones, which “securely keep for a good long time,” he says.
Those hard Swiss cheeses also had other redeeming characteristics, including a mild, nutty flavor and a useful texture for cooking, which gave them broad appeal. The American Swiss cheese industry got its start in 1845, after 27 Swiss families immigrated to Wisconsin. The characteristic holes—cheese makers call them “eyes”—arise from inconsistent pressing during production and have historically been a sign of imperfection. “You can read medieval or early modern descriptions of cheese making in which you are specifically instructed to avoid this,” Dalby says. But now “it has become almost a trademark.”
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